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ABOUT
Blue Weaver began trading in 2001 and is today a leading
independent distributor of local and international specialist
titles in South Africa.
Three of the key reasons for Blue Weaver’s success include the
following:
The provision of a direct marketing, sales and distribution
infrastructure in South Africa for publishers and authors,
allowing them to compete effectively in the marketplace
An understanding of and tenacity to meet the requirements of
an ever-changing publishing and book sales industry
A dedicated and experienced staff who strive to exceed the
expectations of our publishers, authors, and customers
The company promotes and sells to academic institutions,
bookshops, libraries, library suppliers and specialist retailers
throughout South Africa.
Blue Weaver works in partnership with Bo oksite Afrika who
manages the warehousing, invoicing, dispatch and debt
collection of the majority of our titles. Booksite Afrika’s
relationship with its publishing associates is based on a strong
partnership principle that plays an active role in managing the
business together.
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CONTACT
Academic and Scholarly:
Kirsten McArthur
sales@blueweaver.co.za

Head Office:
Cape Town
PO Box 30370
Tokai, Cape Town
7966
South Africa

General and Trade:
Juanie Willemse
orders@blueweaver.co.za

Telephone: +27 (0) 21 701-4477
Facsimile: +27 (0) 21 701-7302

Physical Address:

Product Information and
Sales:
Michelle Meyer
info@blueweaver.co.za

Unit A
Victory Park
Lakeshore Road
Capricorn Business Park
Muizenberg
7945
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NEW

101 Ways to Craft Through
Quarantine
Sub title: Quick

and Easy Projects to Stitch, Sew, Knit,

Bead & Fold
Author: Various

ISBN: 9781446308509
Extent: 144 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 273 x 210 mm
SA Rel date: July 2020
RRP: R290
Published by: David and Charles
Description:
Features 101 fun projects that will inspire you to get crafting during lockdown!
•
•

Covers all popular crafts with beginner-friendly projects
Includes full-size templates

These brilliant 'quick makes' span across sewing, knitting, crochet, quilting, patchwork,
applique, embroidery, cake decorating, papercraft, beading and cross stitch, giving you
the opportunity to try something new and expand your crafting skills during the
Coronavirus restrictions.
From unique gifts and pretty accessories to stylish home decor and delicious cupcakes,
create stunning items for yourself, your friends and your home.
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NEW

Modern Brush Lettering
Sub title: A

beginner’s guide to the art of brush
lettering, plus 20 seasonal projects to make
Author: Becki Clark
ISBN: 9781526747358
Extent: 120 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 282 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: August 2020
RRP: R410
Published by: White Owl
Description:
Modern Brush Lettering is a creative guide to learning how to brush letter. Becki talks
through materials, mark marking, turning your marks into letterforms, joining your lettering
and exercises to get your started on your brush lettering journey. There are tips and tricks
for perfecting your own style of lettering and 20 seasonal contemporary craft projects to
make with your new skill.
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Working with Wood
Sub title: Build

your toolkit, learn the skills and
create stylish objects for your home
Author: Tom Trimmins

ISBN: 9781782217411
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 280 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: June 2020
RRP: R365
Published by: Search Press
Description:
A complete guide to producing desirable wooden objects and furniture for your home from
scratch. Discover the satisfaction of making something with your own hands.
It is more motivating to make something that you genuinely desire, to create an object that
you want in your home. The things we choose to have around us say something about
who we are, but things we have made ourselves do that even more strongly. I want every
project in the book to be something that the reader wants to make, to work really well in
use and be something that can be proudly shown to others.’ Tom Trimmins
This wonderfully practical book is aimed at anyone looking to balance their busy lives by
mastering core woodworking skills. Working with wood will challenge, stimulate, relax and
reward and you'll be proud to display the beautiful objects you've made with your own
hands.
Here you'll find a range of practical and pleasing projects to display around your home.
Initially you'll need a small collection of readily available tools as your skills develop and
expand, so too will your tool collection. Every project has step-by-step instructions, and
you'll learn about the properties of different woods, design techniques and how to fix-up
vintage tools. The book mainly uses hand tools as they're cleaner, take up less room, are
quieter and offer less potential for accidents than power tools.
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Macraweave
Sub title: Macrame

meets weaving with 18
stunning home decor projects
Author: Amy Mullins, Marnia Ryan-Raison

ISBN: 9781446308059
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 273 x 210 mm
SA Rel date: March 2020
RRP: R355
Published by: David and Charles
Description:
Discover the latest fibre art trend, macraweave, a combination of macrame and weaving.
Learn to create stunning woven wall hangings and inject a dose of ‘bohemian luxe’ to your
living space. Macraweave combines the crafts of macrame knotting with weaving to
create eye-catching projects that really pop with texture and colour.
There are 18 projects to choose from including woven wall hangings, a table runner, plant
hangers and cushions as well as accessories including jewellery, a belt and a scarf. All
the instructions and projects will be illustrated with step-by-step photography.
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Seasonal Plant Dyes
Sub title: Create

your own beautifully delicate
dyes, plus four seasonal projects to make
Author: Alicia Hall

ISBN: 9781526747235
Extent: 104 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 276 x 215 mm
SA Rel date: March 2020
RRP: R335
Published by: White Owl
Description:
This beautifully illustrated book takes you on a botanical journey through the year,
showing you how to create colourful and environmentally friendly plant dyes. You’ll learn
sustainable methods of growing and harvesting plants; the tools and techniques required
to extract dye; which fabrics and yarns to choose; and the simple method of using soya
milk as a fixative, to ensure rich and long-lasting colours.
The book includes easy-to-follow tutorials explaining how to make four stunning pieces
using seasonal plant dyes: a linen cushion cover, embroidered picnic blanket, hot water
bottle cosy, and quilt.
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Making Soap
Sub title: 18

luxurious soaps to make and give
using natural ingredients
Author: Kathrin Landman
ISBN: 9781782216230
Extent: 64 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 235 x 190 mm
SA Rel date: May 2019
RRP: R290
Published by: Search Press
Description:
This beautifully photographed book will inspire you to make your own, high-quality, natural
soaps. Suitable for beginners and inspirational for seasoned soap-makers, it shows you
how easy it is to make soap using pure, natural ingredients. With recipes for 18 different
types of soap, from olive oil to juniper and cucumber to honey, there are lots of gorgeous
fragrances and colours to satisfy everyone.
With comprehensive information on where to start and what you need, the book includes
essential tips on utensils, safety first followed by a step-by-step guide to making soap.
There are also useful sections on fragrances and using natural colourings and additives
such as coffee and cinnamon. Using the cold process and the oven heat process, this
book tells you everything you need to know about making your own hand-crafted soap.
An addictive hobby, you will find yourself making lovely, personalized soaps for friends,
family and yourself.
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Papercut Landscapes
Author: Sarah King
ISBN: 9781782215660
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 280 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: March 2019
RRP: R390
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Bring back happy memories of your holidays by using paper and knife to create uplifting,
joyful landscape scenes from the coast to the countryside.
Papercutting is a perfect craft for beginners, as you can achieve amazing results with the
most basic of materials a pencil, eraser, craft knife or scalpel, a piece of paper and a
cutting surface.
Sarah King’s art encapsulates the beauty of the English countryside, particularly the
towns and villages around the Kent coast where she lives. Her use of fresh, vibrant
colours and delightful compositions evoke memories of happy times, and expert
papercrafters as well as those new to papercutting will find the charming, naïve style of
Sarah’s work irresistible.
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Paper Craft Home
Sub title: 25

Beautiful Projects to Cut, Fold and

Shape
Author: Sarah Louise Matthews
ISBN: 9781782216209
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 222 x 222 mm
SA Rel date: July 2018
RRP: R335
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Papercrafting is a perennial favourite among crafters its creative, accessible, and
inexpensive, making it perfect for gifting. A blank sheet of paper offers limitless
possibilities and unexpected ways in which it can be cut, scored, creased, shaped, and
glued to transform an everyday material into something extraordinary and precious.
In this book by renowned paper engineer and papercut product designer Sarah Louise
Matthews, you will discover 25 gorgeous papercraft projects for home décor to make for
yourself or as gifts for friends and family. Start by learning the essential techniques,
including papercutting, scoring, folding, shaping, and glueing, then dive straight into the
myriad beautiful designs from pop-up cards and cake toppers to lampshades, fairylights
and even a cuckoo clock!
For the more complex designs, templates have also been printed in the book which you
can scan or trace for a quick and easy start to your papercutting journey.
Papercutting is one of the most popular crafts around, and no wonder with just a few tools
you can draw beautiful designs with your scalpel and experience the relaxing, creative
and rewarding experience of paperworking.
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A Beginner's Guide to Kumihimo
Sub title: 12

beautiful braided jewellery projects
to get you started
Author: Donna McKean-Smith
ISBN: 9781782215349
Extent: 80 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 260 x 204 mm
SA Rel date: October 2018
RRP: R270
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Kumihimo is a popular jewellery-making technique with origins in Japanese tradition. This
colourful and informative beginner's guide to the craft explains how to use a circular
kumihimo disc and a variety of braids and beads to create 12 stunning pieces of jewellery,
plus colour and style variations, for any occasion. Kumihimo is a transportable craft so
once you have mastered the basics of placing your braids over the disc in different
formations to make a variety of patterns and motifs, you can create kumihimo jewellery
wherever you go.
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Making & Marketing a Successful
Art & Craft Business
Author: Fiona Pullen
ISBN: 9781782215295
Extent: 256 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 210 x 170 mm
SA Rel date: September 2018
RRP: R360
Published by: Search Press
Description:
A revised and updated edition of Craft a Creative Business, this is a must-read guide for
anyone wanting to turn their hobby, craft or art skills into a successful business. Fiona
Pullen, owner of The Sewing Directory, covers every aspect of setting up a small creative
business clearly and simply; giving advice on the importance of identifying markets,
focusing on a USP (unique selling point), assessing the competition, making sure the
price is right and setting goals. Also included are sections on product photography and
videography, branding and legal matters. Particular emphasis is placed on online selling,
with detailed information on markets, blogging, using social media and the importance of
analytics and SEO (search engine optimisation). Information on offline selling is included
too, with notes on selling at craft fairs, trade fairs and markets, selling through retail
outlets, running courses and workshops, and featuring work in the media.
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Drawing for the Absolute Beginner
Author: Donna McKean-Smith
ISBN: 9781782214557
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 280 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: February 2018
RRP: R265
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Drawing for the Absolute Beginner is for anyone who has ever wanted to learn to draw,
but lacks the confidence to start. The book follows a strongly practical approach, with
numerous simple step-by-step demonstrations and projects, and outline tracings provided
of the more complex drawings that can be transferred straight onto paper. The author,
Carole Massey, is an accomplished artist with many years' experience of teaching and
demonstrating, and she passes on her knowledge and expertise in such a way that even
the most hesitant of beginners will be inspired to pick up the skills and techniques needed
to start drawing. The book is designed to help the reader progress from simple drawing
techniques such as lines, circles, squares and ellipses through to capturing landscapes,
figures and buildings. Most of the artworks in the book are created using pencil, though
the author also introduces the reader other drawing media, including ink, ballpoint pen,
pastel pencil and water soluble pencils. By the end of the book, the reader will have learnt
all they need to know to take their drawing skills further and become accomplished artists
in their own right.
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Drawing Birds
Author: Andrew Forkner
ISBN: 9781782214922
Extent: 96 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 280 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: June 2018
RRP: R385
Published by: Search Press
Description:
This book is an expert guide to producing beautiful lifelike drawings of birds in their natural
habitat. Artists of all interests will find a lot to inspire them in this detailed, practical and
beautiful guide on drawing birds. The book includes sections on materials, basic techniques
and reference gathering, as well as how to draw the key features of birds such as beaks,
eyes, claws, wings and feathers. A special section focuses on birds in flight, and this is
followed by chapters on the main bird groups including: Waders and water birds, Wildfowl,
Birds of prey, Owls, Garden and woodland birds, Seabirds and Game birds.
Each chapter covers the techniques specific to the group as well as numerous examples
and a full step-by-step demonstration. The absence of colour means that Andrew uses
other aspects such as pattern, shading and shape to give his paintings life and interest.
Written for artists who wish to apply their skills to drawing birds, as well as experienced
artists who want to improve their drawing skills, this is an expert guide to producing
exquisitely rendered, lifelike drawings of birds in their natural habitats and nothing could be
more inspirational than Andrews accurately observed and truly beautiful drawings.
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How to Draw: Farm Animals
Sub title: In

Simple Steps

Author: Susie Hodge
ISBN: 9781782216247
Extent: 32 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 292 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: July 2018
RRP: R180
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Learn how to draw all kinds of farm animals using this fun and easy step-by-step method.
Starting with simple shapes, Susie Hodge shows you how easy it is to develop circles,
rectangles, squares and ovals into an exciting selection of animals and birds including
sheep, ponies, pigs and piglets, turkeys, hens, cows and ducks. If you have never drawn
before this is definitely the book for you, and there is a lot here to inspire more experienced
artists too.
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How to Draw: Woodland Animals
Sub title: In

Simple Steps

Author: Susie Hodge
ISBN: 9781782216254
Extent: 32 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 292 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: July 2018
RRP: R180
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Learn how to draw all kinds of woodland animals using this fun and easy step-by-step
method. Starting with simple shapes, Susie Hodge shows you how easy it is to develop
circles, rectangles, squares and ovals into an exciting selection of animals and birds
including rabbits, badgers, woodpeckers, wolves, squirrels and chipmunks. If you have
never drawn before this is definitely the book for you, and there is a lot here to inspire more
experienced artists too.
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10 Step Drawing: Nature
Sub title: Draw

60 Plants and animals in 10

easy steps
Author: Mary Woodin
ISBN: 9781782218555
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 236 x 164 mm
SA Rel date: April 2020
RRP: R265
Published by: Search Press
Description:
A beginner’s guide to drawing plants and animals in 10 simple steps, with helpful short
explanations.
If you love drawing plants and animals but don’t know where to start, this is the book for
you! 10 Step Drawing: Nature will help you turn simple shapes into beautiful nature images
in just 10 steps.
Create 60 different flowers, trees, animals and objects, from a bird’s nest to a cheeky
harvest mouse, by following the instructions inside.
Learning to draw has never been so simple!
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10 Step Drawing: People
Sub title: Draw

30 People in 10 easy steps

Author: Justine Lecouffe
ISBN: 9781782218548
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 236 x 164 mm
SA Rel date: April 2020
RRP: R265
Published by: Search Press
Description:
A beginner's guide to drawing people in 10 simple steps and short explanations.
If you love drawing people but don’t know where to start, this is the book for you! 10 Step
Drawing: People will help you turn simple lines or shapes into lifelike images in just 10
steps. There are instructions for the individual elements of the face and body, as well as
complete faces and people. With advice on basic equipment and colouring techniques,
each drawing includes colour palettes so readers can easily find the right tones for their
drawing.
Learning to draw has never been so simple!
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Artist’s Guide to Human Anatomy
Author: Giovanni Civardi
ISBN: 9781782217374
Extent: 256 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 295 x 210 mm
SA Rel date: April 2020
RRP: R385
Published by: Search Press
Description:
A beautifully illustrated introduction to the study of human anatomy by best-selling artist and
author, Giovanni Civardi.
This invaluable addition to Civardi's highly regarded collection of instructional art books
illustrates and describes the importance of understanding the inner workings of the human
body, to the theory of composing accurate life drawings with pencil and paper.
Begin by discovering the journey artists have taken through the centuries to accurately
delineate the human figure. Learn and understand how our bones and muscles play their
roles in our shapes, gestures and movement. Every essential aspect of anatomy is
supported by photographs and diagrams, along with beautifully drawn examples by the
artist.
This comprehensive manual offers the perfect introduction and reference guide to drawing
the human form, whether you are an experienced artist or a practised student studying the
art of life drawing.
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Abstract Acrylics
Author: Waltraud Nawratil
ISBN: 9781782216506
Extent: 112 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 225 x 225 mm
SA Rel date: April 2019
RRP: R355
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Learn how to combine acrylics with mixed-media techniques to create 27 expressive,
abstract paintings inspired by nature.
Austrian artist Waltraud Nawratil shows you how to combine a love for nature with a
passion for expressive abstract painting. The reader will learn how to use acrylics,
watercolours or airbrushing, as well as natural materials such as sand, bark and leaves,
to create captivating pictures full of colour and vitality. There is a wealth of stunning
abstract pieces by Waltraud which will provide inspiration for more experienced painters
as well as the beginner. The book covers the variations through the seasons, teaching the
reader to see the natural world with creativity and a fresh new perspective.
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Acrylic Paint Pouring
Sub title: 16

fluid painting projects & creative
techniques
Author: Tanya Jung
ISBN: 9781782218463
Extent: 112 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 225 x 225 mm
SA Rel date: July 2020
RRP: R365
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Now it's easier than ever to create amazing art using acrylic paints! Paint pouring is the
latest technique to take the art world by storm, and stunning and unique effects can be
achieved by simply pouring acrylic paint onto a surface.
Discover the qualities of acrylic paint and the variety of mediums, gels, pastes and resins
that is available to create a huge range of fascinating effects. There's advice on what tools
you'll need, the kinds of painting surfaces that are suitable for acrylic pouring, and how to
dry and seal your finished picture ready for display.
After the comprehensive techniques section, which includes intriguing methods such as
dirty pour, flip cup, double swipe, puddle pour, tree rings and dipping, there are 16 great
projects to try - all with clear instructions, materials lists and step-by-step photographs.
But there's no way you'll stop there - paint pouring is addictive and you'll soon be creating
amazing works of art of your own!
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A-Z of Bird Portraits
Sub title: An

illustrated guide to painting
beautiful birds in acrylics
Author: Andrew Forkner

ISBN: 9781782218173
Extent: 144 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 280 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: August 2019
RRP: R285
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Andrew Forkner's book provides you with all you need to paint a range of birds in acrylics;
taking in birds of prey, songbirds and waterbirds from all over the world. It contains
information on the materials and preparation you will need to capture the delicacy and
majesty of the subjects.
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Beginner's Guide to Painting with
Pastels
Sub title: Projects,

Oil

techniques and inspiration to get you

started
Author: Tim Fisher
ISBN: 9781782215509
Extent: 96 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 280 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: November 2018
RRP: R315
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Tim Fisher demonstrates how to use the oil pastels on their own, or in conjunction with
acrylic inks and paints, and watercolours, on a variety of surfaces, to create beautiful
paintings that will maintain their vibrancy for years to come.
The Beginner's Guide to Painting with Oil Pastels features six full step-by-step projects
covering a variety of subjects including animal portraits, street scenes, boats and harbours,
buildings and glorious landscapes. Tim introduces the reader to mark-making with oil pastels,
explains the history of the medium, and how to protect and keep an oil pastel painting once
it is complete.
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Pastel Painting
Sub title: Step-by-Step
Author: Margaret Evans, Paul Hardy and Peter Coombs
ISBN: 9781782217831
Extent: 160 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 260 x 204 mm
SA Rel date: May 2020
RRP: R235
Published by: Search Press
Description:
An easy-to-follow guide to painting with soft pastels by three bestselling artists.
This is a practical and comprehensive guide for all soft pastel painting enthusiasts, from the
beginner to the experienced artist. It uses material from the following titles in the Step-byStep Leisure Arts series: Painting with Pastels by Peter Coombs, Landscapes in Pastel by
Paul Hardy, Flowers in Pastel by Margaret Evans and Light in Pastel by Paul Hardy. Starting
with advice on materials, it moves on to pastel basics such as blending, adding tone and
using a limited palette. There are sections on landscape painting featuring advice on
composition and painting trees and water, capturing light in pastels with tips on colour mixing,
and finally flower painting, with additional information on adding water to pastels. Throughout
the book, the art of painting in pastels is taught through 13 beautiful, easy to follow step-bystep projects, and each section is accompanied by a selection of inspirational paintings by
the three featured artists, in a rich variety of styles.
Previously published as 9781844488612.
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Oil Painting
Sub title: Step-by-Step
Author: Margaret Evans, Paul Hardy and Peter Coombs
ISBN: 9781782217824
Extent: 160 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 260 x 204 mm
SA Rel date: May 2020
RRP: R235
Published by: Search Press
Description:
An easy-to-follow, step-by-step guide to oil painting by four bestselling artists.
This is a practical and comprehensive guide for all oil painting enthusiasts, from the beginner
to the experienced artist. Drawing on material previously published in the highly
successful Leisure Arts series, four bestselling, professional artists provide advice on
materials, painting from photographs, colour and composition. They describe basic and more
advanced techniques such as wet on wet, wet on dry, scumbling, dry brush, sgraffito, impasto
and glazing. For those wanting to avoid the use of additives like turpentine or white spirit,
there is a section on water mixable oils. For readers who would like to see quick results, there
is a section on instant oil painting, or painting in an intuitive, spontaneous way. Easy to follow
step-by-step demonstrations show the reader how to paint landscapes, sea and sky, still life
and flowers, and each section is accompanied by a selection of inspirational paintings by the
four featured artists, in a rich variety of styles.
Previously published as 9781844486656.
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3000 Colour Mixing Recipes:
Watercolour
Sub title: The

ultimate practical reference to watercolour
mixes and dilutions
Author: Julie Collins
ISBN: 9781446308196
Extent: 144 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 210 x 148 mm
SA Rel date: July 2020
RRP: R290
Published by: David and Charles
Description:
A practical and inspirational manual that shows you a huge range of color mixes in watercolor.
The aim of the book is to encourage you to get to know colors well and be motivated to
explore and experiment with color. Use the book as a handy reference when you want to
know how to mix a specific color, or as a catalog of inspiration when seeking ideas to try in
your work. The handy color viewing card included can be used to view each color swatch in
isolation. This will help sharpen your perception of the color or allow you to pinpoint a specific
shade to use in your own work.
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The Art of Gouache
Sub title: An

inspiring and practical guide to
painting with this exciting medium
Author: Jeremy Ford
ISBN: 9781782214540
Extent: 144 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 280 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: May 2019
RRP: R385
Published by: Search Press
Description:
If you love painting with watercolour and are ready to experiment with something different,
then the versatile medium of gouache could be just the thing for you.
Gouache is water-based, quick-drying and, can be painted light over dark as well as dark
over light. Ideal for the beginner, it can be used thinly in a watercolour style, or more thickly
as with oils or acrylics.
This guide covers all the materials and tools required and has a comprehensive techniques
section that includes overlaying colours, colour blending and troubleshooting.
Experienced author Jeremy Ford takes you through three simple, step-by-step projects, each
showcasing a unique style of painting with gouache. Numerous finished paintings are
included to demonstrate the range of subjects, styles and techniques that you can achieve,
and encourage you to develop your own style of painting using this exciting medium.
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Charles Evans Pocket Book for
Watercolour Artists
Sub title: Over

100 essential tips to improve your painting

Author: Charles Evans
ISBN: 9781782216377
Extent: 96 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 210 x 148 mm
SA Rel date: September 2018
RRP: R285
Published by: Search Press
Description:
A new pocket-book edition of the bestselling watercolour tip book by renowned artist Charles
Evans.
Discover 100 top tips for painting in watercolour that will take the mystery out painting,
covering topics from creating depth, introducing harmony, how to deal with light and shade
and how to create mood and atmosphere, this book was previously published as Charlie's
Top Tips for Watercolour Artists.
Contained inside one slim, notebook-size book that will fit perfectly in your kit bag for easy
transportation while painting on the go, it includes quick, clever tips that are easy to follow
and effective.
Other Titles in the series:
Title: Geoff Kerseys Pocket Book for Watercolour Artists
ISBN: 9781782216384
RRP: R285

Title: Terry Harrisons Pocket Book for Watercolour Artists
ISBN: 9781782216391
RRP: R285
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DIY Watercolour Flowers
Sub title: Handmade

stationery and more,
The beginner’s guide to flower painting for journal pages
Author: Marie Boudon
ISBN: 9781446307359
Extent: 160 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 255 x 215 mm
SA Rel date: March 2020
RRP: R355
Published by: David and Charles
Description:
Learn to paint beautiful watercolor flowers in simple steps with this free and easy approach
to watercolor painting for beginners. Marie Boudon’s beautifully presented creative course
will give you a good grounding in this new-to-you medium and teach you all you need to know
to get started with painting flowers in watercolor. Find out about paper, brushes and paints,
color mixing, wet and dry techniques, blending and gradients, contrast and even how to
digitize your work. Then learn to paint roses, peonies, carnations, dahlias, anemones,
poppies, leaves, details and textures and how to bring all of these together into beautiful
compositions which make lovely art pieces, journal pages, handmade stationery and
greetings cards, inspirational quote frames, personalized gifts and more.
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Five-Minute Watercolour
Sub title: Super-quick

techniques for amazing

paintings
Author: Samantha Nielsen
ISBN: 9781782217046
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 220 x 170 mm
SA Rel date: November 2018
RRP: R265
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Many novice artists are intimidated by the prospect of trawling through very technical drawing
books, especially given our busy day-to-day lives. Five-Minute Watercolour is a handy
companion as you explore your artistic potential by sketching in watercolour in five minutes
you can produce a great painting that you'll be proud to keep and share.
Discover 55 bitesize exercises, written in jargon-free language, to help you make watercolour
painting a part of your day. Starting with advice on the basic supplies you will need,
professional urban watercolour artist Samantha Nielsen takes you through all the techniques
required to begin and pursue your creative journey - from brush control to using warm and
cool colours, followed by advice on implementing these techniques such as painting skies,
seascapes or people. Samantha then helps you take it further by showing you how to capture
movement and create depth. Every spread in the book features five expert tips and ideas, as
well as examples of amazing five-minute watercolour sketches to inspire you.
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Paint Yourself Positive
Sub title: Colourful

Creative Watercolour

Author: Jean Haines
ISBN: 9781782216537
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 280 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: June 2019
RRP: R385
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Jean Haines' first-hand experience of the energising and life-enhancing effects of painting
makes her a perfect example of how watercolours can work for you.
Bestselling international author and artist Jean Haines’ new book takes readers on an exciting
journey through painting. Not just a book for artists, this is for anyone looking for a way of
enhancing their life and mood through paint. It’s also a way into art for people who have never
painted and may even have been told they 'can’t paint’ at an early age. If you love the idea
of sitting down and playing with colour and paint as a distraction from the stresses of modern
life, then this is the book for you!
All of Jean’s books have promoted the life-enhancing effects of painting, and this is especially
relevant in Paint Yourself Positive. Whether you can already paint or not, the aim of the book
is for you to create in a way that you find pleasing, increases your self-confidence and leaves
you feeling energized. Jean will very soon have you wanting to pick up a paintbrush and start
to paint and loving every second of it.
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Take Three Colours: Watercolour
Mountains
Sub title: Start

to paint with 3 colours, 3 brushes and 9 easy

projects
Author: Matthew Palmer
ISBN: 9781782216841
Extent: 64 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 292 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: April 2019
RRP: R270
Published by: Search Press
Description:
From only 3 affordable watercolour paints in red, blue and yellow you can mix a huge range
of colours and paint beautiful landscapes you'll be proud to hang on your wall. Starting from
the simplest of mountain scenes, Matthew builds your skills as you progress through the 9
easy projects in the book, and by the end you'll be amazed at what you have achieved.
Clear instructions and step-by-step photographs show you how to add detail, shadow and
distance to a scene, and there are numerous handy tips and helpful 'jargon busters' to help
you learn the basic watercolour techniques. Before you know it, you'll have acquired all the
skills you need to paint your own wonderful mountain scenes in watercolour.
Other Titles in the series:
Title: Take Three Colours: Watercolour Landscapes
ISBN: 9781782212973
RRP: R225

Title: Take Three Colours: Watercolour Seascapes
ISBN: 9781782215271
RRP: R270
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Watercolour with Mixed Media
Sub title: Inspirational

Projects and innovative

techniques
Author: Alison C Board
ISBN: 9781782216964
Extent: 144 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 280 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: April 2020
RRP: R295
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Take your artwork further with this lively, informative guide to combining traditional
watercolour with other media.
Adding other mediums to your watercolour paintings is a fantastic way to take your work in
new, more exciting directions. However, the vast array of painting mediums and materials on
the market can be daunting, especially for the beginner. This book introduces the reader to
the range of media that is available, explains briefly and clearly how to use the materials and
provides six step-by-step projects and inspirational finished paintings to encourage you to
take a definitive leap into the exciting world of mixed media art.
Author Alison C Board covers a multitude of topics in her work, and this book features flowers,
animal portraits, dancers in motion, cityscapes and landscapes. She explores how to
combine wet and dry media, and how to create vibrant collages from man-made and natural
found objects.
There are no mistakes in mixed-media artwork, and Alison encourages the reader to be
unafraid and embrace the experimental.
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SEWING/
EMBROIDERY

39

NEW

Colourful Fun Embroidery
Sub title: Featuring

24 modern projects to bring
joy and happiness to your life!
Author: Clare Albans

ISBN: 9781526753854
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 282 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: October 2020
RRP: R410
Published by: White Owl
Description:
Take time out to be creative and de-stress with these colourful, fun embroidery projects from
Hello! Hooray! Ranging from things you could complete in an afternoon to others that you
can take your time over, enjoy every step of the making process as you focus on feeling good
through being creative. The finished makes will bring colour and joy to your home, workspace
and wardrobe.
The projects in this book allow you to craft your creative time by selecting makes according
to timescale. Choose one of the crafternoon makes' if you want that sense of joy at finishing
something, a medium makes' project for the days where you have a little more time for
crafting, or for something to really take your time over you could stitch one of the longer pick
me up' projects.
Each project includes step-by-step instructions, beautiful photos and inspirational ideas for
how to make each project your own. So take time to be creative with this colourful, feel-good
craft book!
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NEW

Floral Embroidery
Sub title: Create

10 beautiful modern embroidery
projects inspired by nature
Author: Teagan Sturmer

ISBN: 9781526759580
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 282 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: October 2020
RRP: R410
Published by: White Owl
Description:
Floral Embroidery reawakens the age-old practice of embroidery, giving to it a new and
modern twist. In this book, you will find 10 embroidery patterns that weave together stunning
colours, ancient stitches, and florals picked from your grandmother's garden. From simple
patterns, to more complex and intricate pieces, your creativity will grow and flourish. You will
learn to stitch dusty pink roses, leaves and stems that will trail to the edges of your embroidery
hoop, and the smallest details that will pull your hoop together and compose the most
beautiful bouquet. Once you have completed the patterns, you will be given the tools to create
your own original pieces and where to find the materials to do so.
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Crewel Embroidery
Sub title: 7

enchanting designs inspired by
fairy tales
Author: Tatiana Popova
ISBN: 9781782217220
Extent: 160 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 280 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: June 2020
RRP: R385
Published by: Search Press
Description:
A magical collection of modern crewelwork embroidery designs inspired by fairy tales.
In this beautiful book, Tatiana Popova shows the reader how to create stunning crewelwork
embroideries inspired by traditional fairy tales, including The Wizard of Oz, Karolcia, the
Wild Swans and Cinderella.
This magical collection takes as its central theme a magnificent embroidery depicting the
Tree of Happiness’. Each part of the embroidery is then explored in detail through stitch
diagrams, explanations of the threads used, and alternative ways of working. There are
seven wonderful designs in total, each dedicated to one of Tatiana’s favourite fairy tales,
and all illustrated with gorgeous photographs and informative diagrams.
Over 90 stitches are described in the book, all worked using stranded cotton and cotton
pearl thread rather than traditional crewel wool, which gives the embroideries a fresh,
modern appeal. Whether you are new to embroidery or an experienced embroiderer looking
for inspiration and expert guidance, Tatiana’s beautiful book is one you will turn to again
and again.
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Take Two Fat Quarters: Gifts
Sub title: 16

gorgeous projects for using up
your fat quarter stash
Author: Wendy Gardiner
ISBN: 9781782217329
Extent: 96 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 280 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: May 2020
RRP: R235
Published by: Search Press
Description:
For the birthday that's on the way, or a festive holiday that needs more sparkle, conquer
that pile of odd fat quarters you've stashed away and make 16 fun gifts for your loved ones
from children’s clothes and toys, to bags and make-up pouches.
Start off with an easy-to-follow crash-course on the essential techniques you'll need from
adding a zip and bias binding to creating patchwork. Then, jump straight into your stash and
get stitching! Each project includes inspiring photography, instructive hand-drawn
illustrations and heaps of handy hints and tips from popular best-selling sewing expert,
Wendy Gardiner.
Ideal for sewists of all abilities, this is the ultimate, affordable stash-busting project book
that will get you making practical, colourful items too.
Other Titles in the series:
Title: Take Two Fat Quarters: Home
ISBN: 9781782217312
RRP: R290
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Machine Sewing
Sub title: 25

Quick and Easy Projects to build
your skills
Author: Debbie von Grabler- Crozier
ISBN: 9781782216933
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 260 x 204 mm
SA Rel date: January 2020
RRP: R295
Published by: Search Press
Description:
A learn-as-you-stitch practical course in machine sewing, with 25 quick and easy sewing
projects.Learn how to sew in 30 minute-lessons through a series of mini projects, building
your skills and confidence as you work your way through the book.
Unlike conventional beginners’ guides, this book will get you making something straight
away, without having to wade through pages of materials and basic techniques first. In
addition, the quick little projects are usable, make great gifts for friends and family, are
brilliant for using up scraps of fabric, and are ideal for fitting into a busy lifestyle whether
you are looking after children, working or travelling.
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Sew Cute Creatures
Sub title: 12

fun toys to stitch and love

Author: Mariska Vos-Bolman
ISBN: 9781782215790
Extent: 96 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 280 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: March 2018
RRP: R290
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Sew 12 cute and cuddly characters using this fun, colourful book. Choose from Pippa
Puppy, Sally Seahorse and Patty Piglet to Miranda Mermaid and Peter Pirate - or make the
whole set. Created in an adorable amigurumi style in a gorgeous range of colourful fabrics,
these toys would make perfect collectibles as well as cuddly playmates. All the full-size
templates are provided in the book, and the instructions are clearly illustrated and easy to
follow. The projects are ideal for beginners and can be sewn by machine or by hand.
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Sewing Animal Dolls
Sub title: Heirloom

patterns to make for Daisy

and her friends
Author: Tina O'Rourke

ISBN: 9781526757654
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 282 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: July 2020
RRP: R415
Published by: White Owl
Description:
Learn how to make Daisy Dog, her best friends Rosie Rabbit, the twins Betty and Ben Bear
and Daisy’s beret wearing puppy Mimi. Each character has their own complete wardrobe
for all of their adventures together, from playing dress up to long summer picnics,
sleepovers and weekend walks.
Daisy and Friends features easy to follow step by step instructions with full-size sewing
patterns for all of the characters, clothes and accessories.
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QUILTING

47

Mini Quilt Blocks
Sub title: 20

to Stitch

Author: Carolyn Foster

ISBN: 9781782216698
Extent: 48 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 215 x 155 mm
SA Rel date: November 2018
RRP: R170
Published by: Search Press
Description:
If you are looking for a small patchwork project, then look no further. Mini Quilt Blocks is a
creative little book with an astounding 80 variations to stitch, based on 20 different designs.
Ideal for patchworkers, quilters and sewists looking for ideas and inspiration, this book
contains designs for 20 mini blocks, all measuring just 12.5cm (5 inches) square, and all
constructed from basic shapes including squares, triangles and rectangles. Mini quilt blocks
are ideal for making small patchwork projects such as bags, pincushions, coasters and
placemats, for incorporating into larger blocks, or for forming motifs within a larger quilt
design.
Each of the 20 projects are shown four ways, to inspire the reader with different fabrics and
colourways. Each project is accompanied by the number and size of each shape in the
block and instructions on the order in which to put the shapes together. Includes techniques
on how to cut the shapes using a rotary cutter and ruler, design ideas and instructions for a
simple coaster.
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350+ Quilting Tips, Techniques &
Trade Secrets
Sub title: A

compendium of quilting know-how

Author: Susan Briscoe

ISBN: 9781782216582
Extent: 160 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 246 x 190 mm
SA Rel date: February 2019
RRP: R295
Published by: Search Press
Description:
If you are looking for a small patchwork project, then look no further. Mini Quilt Blocks is a
creative little book with an astounding 80 variations to stitch, based on 20 different designs.
Ideal for patchworkers, quilters and sewists looking for ideas and inspiration, this book
contains designs for 20 mini blocks, all measuring just 12.5cm (5 inches) square, and all
constructed from basic shapes including squares, triangles and rectangles. Mini quilt blocks
are ideal for making small patchwork projects such as bags, pincushions, coasters and
placemats, for incorporating into larger blocks, or for forming motifs within a larger quilt
design.
Each of the 20 projects are shown four ways, to inspire the reader with different fabrics and
colourways. Each project is accompanied by the number and size of each shape in the
block and instructions on the order in which to put the shapes together. Includes techniques
on how to cut the shapes using a rotary cutter and ruler, design ideas and instructions for a
simple coaster.
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Simply Modern Patchwork Quilts
Sub title: 10

quilts to sew for your home

Author: Susan Briscoe

ISBN: 9781782215981
Extent: 96 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 260 x 204 mm
SA Rel date: June 2018
RRP: R305
Published by: Search Press
Description:
A handmade quilt is a great addition to any home. Here are ten of them in a range of sizes
and with a fresh, contemporary style, designed by quilting expert Janet Goddard.Combining
simple block colours with bright patterns, Janet's designs have a chic quality that will easily
suit and accessorise a beautiful contemporary house or apartment. Follow the easy-tofollow, step-by-step instructions provided to create your own stunning quilts, each
accompanied by gorgeous photographs of the finished piece. Several of the projects inside
have also been designed to be completed in a weekend or two, making these lovely,
thoughtful gifts for family and friends. For those new to the world of quilting, materials and
basic techniques sections in the book give you all the information you need to start from
essential equipment to basic piecing techniques. So simply pick up the book, choose
fabrics and colours to match your own decor, and go on to create an eye-catching
accessory for your home.
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Modern Rainbow Patchwork Quilts
Sub title: 14

vibrant rainbow quilt projects,
plus handy techniques tips and tricks
Author: Paula Steel

ISBN: 9781526752413
Extent: 112 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 276 x 245 mm
SA Rel date: April 2020
RRP: R335
Published by: White Owl
Description:
Building on the popularity of modern quilting, this cleverly constructed and stylishly
illustrated book features 14 patchwork projects with a modern look, using rainbows as the
overall colour theme. Readers can choose their own colours and fabrics as they are guided
through a variety of projects, from cushions that can be completed in a day to larger quilts.
Learn all the skills required to complete the projects step by- step via tutorials and detailed
illustrations, complemented by colour charts and inspiration from the author. Accessible for
beginners as well as seasoned quilters, whatever your skill levels or time constraints, there
is a patchwork project in here for everyone.
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Nautical Quilts
Sub title: 12

stitched and quilted projects
celebrating the sea
Author: Lynette Anderson

ISBN: 9781446307274
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 273 x 210 mm
SA Rel date: April 2020
RRP: R355
Published by: David and Charles
Description:
A brand new collection of beautiful quilted and stitched projects by internationally-renowned
designer, Lynette Anderson. Lynette brings her distinctive style of patchwork mixed with
exquisite hand embroidery and applique to the theme of nautical quilts–a subject that was
inspired by her own family history and her grandfather’s career in the navy.
This collection of projects celebrating the sea includes large and small quilted projects so
there is something for everyone. Choose from full-sized quilts, wall hangings, a needlework
roll, pillows, bags and wall hangings, all illustrated with step-by-step artworks and
instructions.
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Debbie Shore’s Sewing Room
Secrets: Quilting
Sub title: Top

Tips and techniques for successful sewing

Author: Debbie Shore
ISBN: 9781782215479
Extent: 96 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 260 x 204 mm
SA Rel date: July 2020
RRP: R295
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Jam-packed with hands-on, practical advice, and with gorgeous projects to practise the
skills you learn, Debbie will teach you everything you need to know about quilting.
Whether you are at the start of your sewing journey or are already an experienced quilter,
you'll be inspired by Debbie's friendly and easy-to-follow approach to useful quilting
techniques. Beginning with a section on quilting essentials she'll guide you around your
sewing machine and explains all the tools and materials you might need.
Other Titles in the series:
Title: Debbie Shore's Sewing Room Secrets : Machine Sewing
ISBN: 9781782213369
RRP: R245
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KNITTING/
CROCHET
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NEW

Amigurumi Style Crochet
Sub title: Make

Betty & Bert and dress them in
vintage inspired clothes and accessories
Author: Cara Medus

ISBN: 9781526747273
Extent: 136 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 282 x 216 mm
SA Rel date: August 2020
RRP: R410
Published by: White Owl
Description:
Crochet Betty, an Amigurumi-style doll, with patterns for her fifties outfits ranging from
shopping to movie-going. There’s a detailed explanation of how to make the basic Betty doll,
and also her cute cat Bert.
Each section has patterns for a selection of stylish removable garments and accessories on
a fifties theme, with a few added extras for Bert too.
Come with Betty as she channels her inner Audrey Hepburn at the movies, or takes off on
holiday in the glamorous footsteps of Grace Kelly.
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NEW

Knitted Animal Socks
Sub title: A

comprehensive guide to modern bag making
techniques
Author: Lauren Riker

ISBN: 9781446307151
Extent: 48 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 273 x 210 mm
SA Rel date: August 2020
RRP: R290
Published by: David and Charles
Description:
Knit adorable animal socks for all the family with this collection of six different animal designs.
Choose your favourite animal from this selection of ankle and knee-length socks, whether it’s
a panda, owl, koala, fox, cat or pig.
All the socks can be made in various sizes, from children to adults, and are the perfect gift
for any animal lover. Instructions for basic knitting and specific techniques are included so
you can get stitching your animal knits for cosy toes straight away.
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Quick and Easy Knits
Sub title: 100

little knitting projects to make

Author: Search Press Studio

ISBN: 9781782218029
Extent: 240 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 235 x 190 mm
SA Rel date: September 2019
RRP: R235
Published by: Search Press
Description:
An amazing collection of 100 knitting projects that are quick and easy to make and perfect
for knitters of all abilities.
This fabulous book brings together 100 of the best knitting projects from the best-selling
Twenty to Make series. With contributions from top knitting designers and best-selling
authors, these fun designs are quick and easy to make, and include stylish hats, headbands,
wrist warmers and scarves, cute baby booties, flowers, fruit, mug hugs, phone socks, teddies
and festive decorations. Whether you are on a budget and want to make a quick and quirky
gift for a friend, or wish to indulge in a special treat for yourself, you will discover a treasure
trove of ideas within this book that you simply won’t be able to resist knitting.
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Knit Yourself Calm
Sub title: A

creative path to managing stress

Author: Lynne Rowe, Betsan Corkhill

ISBN: 9781782214939
Extent: 112 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 260 x 204 mm
SA Rel date: July 2017
RRP: R300
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Create beautiful projects designed to calm and soothe.
Knitting is a relaxing and therapeutic pastime, and this winning combination focuses on
mindfulness and the perfect stress-busting knitting projects. Whether you choose a portable
project to knit on the go, a group project to do with friends, or one that introduces new skills
to stimulate a creative mind, this book is the perfect path to keeping calm.
The book is aimed at beginners as well as more advanced knitters, but does not include
anything more complex than basic knit and purl stitches, increasing, decreasing and some
simple colourwork.
Lynne Rowe covers the essential techniques at the start of the book, followed by projects
that have been specifically designed for mindfulness. The projects themselves are split into
five sections: Quick and Easy, Portable, Group, Big, and New Skills. Within these sections,
you can choose to make things such as a wash cloth, a hat, a blanket, a shawl and an evening
bag, amongst others.
Every single one has been designed to promote calm and mindfulness and all the projects
are beautifully photographed with clear and simple knitting patterns.
The Introduction is written by Betsan Corkhill, an experienced healthcare professional who
founded the community interest company stitchlinks.com in 2005. It has grown into a global
community for those who enjoy the therapeutic benefits of craft, and in particular, knitting.
Betsan has also advised on the projects included in the book and repetitive techniques to
promote a calm state.
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Crochet Yourself Calm
Sub title: Repeat

patterns and mindful motifs
to lose yourself in
Author: Carmen Heffernan

ISBN: 9781782214793
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 222 x 222 mm
SA Rel date: March 2017
RRP: R330
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Calm yourself through crocheting, with 50 repeat patterns and motifs in therapeutic colour
combinations and 20 inspiring projects, all for mindful relaxation. An inspiring collection of
repeat crochet patterns, with both small and large geometric motifs, designed to not only
gently release the reader's creativity but also relax the mind. By focusing on the repetitive
rhythms of creating a crochet piece, stitch by stitch, the reader will unconsciously slow their
breathing and heart rate, raise their serotonin levels and become calm. The act of creating is
known to have a healing effect on the mind, which has been harnessed by art therapists and,
more recently, the publishers of adult colouring books. Add to this the impact of the other
therapies involved in crocheting colour therapy, energy therapy, and touch therapy and
crochet becomes a really powerful tool in reducing stress and increasing feelings of wellbeing. Plus, the reader will have made a lovely, one-of-a-kind piece at the end of it. Its time
for readers to pick up their crochet hook and put down their cares!
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Head-to-Toe Winter Knits
Sub title: 100

quick and easy accessories to

knit
Author: Monica Russel

ISBN: 9781782216087
Extent: 208 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 325 x 190 mm
SA Rel date: November 2018
RRP: R290
Published by: Search Press
Description:
100 quick and easy winter knits from best-selling author and knitting designer Monica Russel.
This gorgeous book brings together 100 of the best winter knits from best-selling author and
knitting designer, Monica Russel. Previously published in the 20 to Make series, these
fabulous designs are quick and easy to make, and include scarves, wrist warmers, hats, boot
cuffs, headbands and snoods. With designs for men, women and children in a range of
colours and styles, there is something for everyone in this valuable knitting resource.
Using material from the following 20 to Make titles: Knitted Boot Cuffs, Easy Knitted Scarves,
Knitted Wrist Warmers, Knitted Headbands, Knitted Snoods and Knitted Hats - this book
provides a wealth of inspiration with projects that will become an essential part of your winter
wardrobe!
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Fair Isle Crochet Workshop
Sub title: 15

modern projects for the home

Author: Natasja Vreeswijk

ISBN: 9781782217398
Extent: 80 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 260 x 204 mm
SA Rel date: May 2020
RRP: R235
Published by: Search Press
Description:
15 beautiful, contemporary Fair Isle crochet projects to make for the home.
Choose from 15 lovely, contemporary Fair Isle crochet projects to make for the home in this
beautiful pattern book.
Author and designer Natasja Vreeswijk has created 15 contemporary Fair Isle projects for
crochet enthusiasts who want to go one step further. Also known as tapestry crochet, the
techniques are easy to learn, and all the projects are made in Natasja’s unique vintage style
with black and white as their base colours.
From blankets and pillows, to a baby blanket and hip plant baskets, there are lots of gorgeous
projects to make. The crochet patterns are accompanied by clear colour charts and beautiful
photographs of the finished projects.
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Fairytale Blankets to Crochet
Sub title: 10

Fantasy-themed children blankets
for story time cuddles
Author: Lynne Rowe

ISBN: 9781782216926
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 260 x 204 mm
SA Rel date: June 2020
RRP: R365
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Do you know a child with a favourite storytime character? Crochet them a hooded blanket,
then settle down to complete the entourage!
Bedtime bookworms will love snuggling up and listening to their favourite story in a cosy
hooded blanket. Bring storytime to life as they act out the characters will they be a goodie or
a baddie, Little Red Riding Hood or the wolf?
Lynne Rowe’s latest new book has ten fun, fairytale projects to crochet, including a deer, a
dragon, a lion and a unicorn. Each blanket can be made in two sizes: for toddlers (age two
to four) and for young children (age five to seven).
Along with crochet techniques, there are suggestions for varying the yarn colour to create a
different character (changing a polar bear into a brown bear, for example) and you can
choose between a rounded or a pointed hood. Lynne has also designed a strip of matching
bunting to accompany each project.
Every blanket tells a story, with pockets on the sides for snuggly paws and different tails.
Perfect for unwinding for a bedtime story and animating the oral tradition of storytelling little
listeners, as well as their parents, will find themselves enchanted.
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Cat Knits
Sub title: 16

Pawsome Knitting Patterns for
Yarn and Cat Lovers
Author: Marna Gilligan

ISBN: 9781446307540
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 273 x 210 mm
SA Rel date: March 2020
RRP: R365
Published by: David and Charles
Description:
This is the ultimate cat lover’s collection of knitting patterns for garments and accessories. If
you love cats and yarn you will want this collection of 16 quirky designs all based around the
theme of cats. It includes four garments graded for 16 different sizes, as well as cat-themed
accessories including a wrap, shawl, scarf, cowl, capelet, mittens and hats.
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Wild Mittens & Unruly Socks
Sub title: 22

outrageously unique
knitting patterns
Author: Lumi Karmitsa

ISBN: 9781782217176
Extent: 128 pages
Format: Paperback
Size: 255 x 210 mm
SA Rel date: February 2019
RRP: R355
Published by: Search Press
Description:
Ideal for those who would love to learn colourwork knitting, the projects in Wild Mittens &
Unruly Socks are irresistably vibrant and unique in style. Who said knitting had to be
boring?
With fascinating designs, irresistible colours, and a genuine passion for handcrafting
shining through every page, Lumi Karmitsa’s collection of mittens and socks is a dream
come true! Discover a colourful cornucopia of animals, flowers, lettering and playful
contemporary motifs, all made in bright and easy-to-work yarns. Knitters on the lookout for
fierce colourwork knitting needn't look further!
The patterns have been drawn as simply as possible – as Lumi herself only started knitting
a few years ago – and she pays special attention to not only their design but also their
fitting, making them perfect practical pieces to knit
too.
With clear step-by-step instructions and pattern charts suited for a variety of skill levels,
these are vivid, fun, wearable accessories that anyone can make.
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